Geography

Year 6 Knowledge Organiser: Spring 2
Essential vocabulary

trade

buying and selling products

industry

making products to sell – often in a factory

port

a town or city with access to water, where ships
can load and unload produce

transportation

delivering products for sale

fair trade

Ensuring the producers receive a fair price for
their products and better working conditions

harbour

A naturally occurring or man-made place of
safety for ships

rainforest

dense area of large trees in an area of high
rainfall

Amazon basin

the part of South America drained by
the Amazon River providing fertile
land/rainforest

Bridging backwards:
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Question/Vocabulary

Do we trade fairly with South America?
Essential Knowledge

What countries form the
continent of South America?

Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Chile, Venezuela, Peru, Paraguay,
Uruguay, Bolivia, Guyana, Surinam, Ecuador, French Guyana

What are the key capital
cities in South America?

Brasila (Brazil), Buenos Aires (Argentina), Bogota (Colombia), Santiago
(Chile)

How can we use a compass to
describe the location ok key
countries and capital cities?

Using the eight points of a compass to describe the location of key
capital cities in relation to one another

How do the physical features of
South America help it trade with
the world?

Amazon river, Amazon basin, key ports and harbours of Brazil (e.g. Port
Santos), rainforest, fertile land, climate, crop farming

How does South America trade
with the UK?

Fairtrade organization, products (e.g. coffee, bananas, chocolate, palm
oil etc), different modes of transportation, rainforest conservation
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Skills
- Use primary and secondary sources of evidence in their
investigations.
- Investigate places with more emphasis on the larger scale;
contrasting and distant places
- Analyse evidence and draw conclusions e.g. from field work
data on land use comparing land use/temperature, look at
patterns and explain reasons behind it
- Use 8 compass points confidently and accurately;
- Locate places on a world map.
- Confidently use atlases to find out about other features of
places. (e.g. mountain regions, weather patterns)
- Confidently identify significant places and environments

South America

Knowledge
To know the names of and locate the thirteen countries of
South America
To know the names of and locate four capital cities
within South American
Know and name the eight points of a compass and apply
these to identify the position of countries and capital
cities in relation to each other
Know why South American industrial areas and ports are
important
Identify the following physical features: river, forest

